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ABSTRACT
Many critical decisions of any design process occur in the early exploratory stages
when a design is in its most rough form. This project presents a process to enhance
this early stage design exploration by making it easier and more intuitive to explore a
wider range of possibilities. It’s called V-Sketch. We employ digital computation to
translate from intuitive sketching to 3D geometric elements 1. Unlike earlier work, we
decouple the sketch analysis from the creation of the 3D forms allowing for a modular
and therefore more flexible representation of the resulting elements. This is
accomplished by introducing an intermediary, qualitative description of the sketches.
“Sketch analysis” using machine learning techniques is employed to generate this
intermediate description of the sketch data as the designer draws. A “reconstruction
function” then translates the description into a resulting 3D form. The introduction of
a reconstruction function allows an artist or designer to flexibly redefine the solution
space of possible 3D forms from the same sketch as they desire without having to
retrain the machine learning algorithms. Our methods are focused primarily on
architectural design but potentially generalizes to other visual design problems such
as, sculpture, virtual environments and industrial design.
This thesis presents a conceptual framework for the V-Sketch system. We present the
interactive construction of an open source data set of labelled three-dimensional
drawing data, and we show a prototype implementation of the system that
demonstrates the approach and motivation for the project.
1

Note: For clarity, we’re using the word “model” in the context of a machine learned algorithm and
avoiding it in reference to 3D geometric models that might be created in Maya for example.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
We live in an age of rapid technological change and disruption. It is quite clear that
artificial intelligence, or A.I., will be employed in various ways to help design many
things, including buildings, industrial objects, pop songs and pulp fiction. In some
cases, machines may even become the sole designers. Alternatively, we believe that
humans working collaboratively with machines will ultimately be more effective than
either working separately. This thesis is an exploration of ways to enhance human
involvement, often referred to as “human agency,” in a human-machine symbiotic
system. Our objective is to help designers employ emerging technologies, such as
“virtual reality” (VR) and artificial intelligence to become better, more effective
designers by working collaboratively with digital media and algorithms.

“The defining art-making technology of our era will be AI. But this
won’t be the kind of artificial intelligence of our past imagination—
it’ll be the augmented intelligence of the present.”

- Rama Allen

A critical aspect of this is to determine the optimal way to interact with the
machine. What is the best way for a human designer to communicate quickly and
intuitively? We propose, it is the “sketch.” Sketching in early design exploration
allows an artist or designer to more easily tap into their intuition and achieve a state of
mental flow that might otherwise be difficult to achieve. Many existing efforts are
1

aimed at capturing the semantics of an input sketch, "is this a sheep?", as for example
with Google’s Autodraw or Quick Draw!. (Figure 1)

Existing examples convert many sketches to a single iconic image

Figure 1

This is essentially a classification problem where machine learning is employed to
determine what is the thing being sketched. This technique presents unique problems
when used to classify abstract forms needed for many visual design tasks. (Figure 2)

How does one classify an abstract form?

Figure 2

V-Sketch uses machine learning to capture the abstract qualities of the sketch. This
inferred numerical description of the sketch can then be used as input to a separate
2

function (the reconstruction function) that interprets the description and returns a 3D
object that best fits the description. This approach enables an artist or designer to
leverage machine learning while retaining a more flexible, modular interpretation.
This approach improves expressiveness and can produce a more customized 3D
interpretation of a sketch. (Figure 3)

Goal is to convert input sketches to various output forms

Figure 3

So, what is a sketch? The design process is much like a funnel, where the wide
mouth represents the early stages where there are still many possibilities. These are
explored and evaluated, and the range is reduced as the ideas solidify and the design
become more specific and concrete. The earliest phase of design is exemplified by the
sketch while the later stages are defined more by drawings and mockups. The process
leads ultimately to detailed and precise design documents usually needed to construct
or make whatever it is.
The cornerstone of this thesis project rests on two pillars.
•

Sketching to interactively engage with the machine in the design process has
significant benefits over selecting elements of a design from a list or table.
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•

Having the ability to create and swap libraries easily, without retraining the
algorithms, will allow more customization and expressivity.

Examples of professional architectural sketches

Figure 4

Let us now examine these more closely.
Why is sketching so common a starting point for many forms of design,
architecture, sculpture and painting? (Figure 4) Here are some essential things our
research has revealed about sketching.
•

A sketch is fast and therefore not too “precious” (the process has immediacy)

•

This speed reflects a desire to explore a wide array of possibilities.

•

Sketching has a minimal separation of action (and artifact) from thought.

•

As such, sketching often allows subconscious intuition to find expression

•

In this way, as the sketch unfolds, there’s a dialog between the drawn marks
and the just forming thoughts and intentions of the person sketching. It’s
almost like the act of sketching helps to pull ideas from the mind, transforming
vagaries into a physical form.

2

•

This freely moving creativity has been described as a mental state of “flow.” 2

•

The early design process is more about discovery than communication.

The popular psychology book “Flow” by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi was published in 1990
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•

Discovery is enhanced by the advantage of “productive ambiguity” and
abstraction. This lack of specificity keeps the design concepts open to
reinterpretation and the mind flows.

•

Among other things, many people report an affection for the physicality of
mark making; the speed, pressure, sequencing and even, the tactile experience
of sketching.

With today’s digital technology the creation modes have substantially been
expanded to include pen input on tablet computers or laptops. Sketching software
allows for a great variety of sketching experiences including various simulated media
(Adobe Sketch), drawing in three dimensions (“Cuttlefish” [GUTIERREZ]) or even
drawing in space using AR or VR equipment (Tilt Brush, “vSpline” [ARNOWITZ]).
With the inclusion of ever faster and more capable computers we find ourselves at the
dawn of the age of thinking machines which ultimately leads to this question.
Is it not possible to employ today’s artificial intelligence techniques to enhance the
sketching experience and early design process by improving the human-machine
symbiotic interface?
Further, is it not possible to employ data analysis and machine learning to interpret
sketches without constraining a designer to limited, fixed, predefined resulting forms?
This thesis presents a machine enhanced design process that augments the
sketching part of early design exploration and leverages computation to move analysis
and substantive evaluation closer to the spark of inspiration. This is achieved while
maintaining unconstrained design potential by introducing flexibility in the pipeline
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after the machine analysis of the sketch has been performed. The reconstruction
function opens the definition of the possible resulting forms, or “solution space,” to
re-imagining by the designer to explore whatever design problem is at hand
unconstrained and with the most appropriate forms.
The general approach is to apply data science and machine learning techniques to
train a system to interpret the desired intent of the author’s sketches. These algorithms
produce an intermediary descriptor. This descriptor is ultimately represented as an
array of attribute values and a set of keywords. These in turn can be used as input
parameters to a reconstruction process to constitute a 3D object as an element of a
composition. This can be done with a combination of formal logic and access to a
library, or kit-of-parts, from which to find or assemble a resulting element in an
appropriate vocabulary dictated by the designer. Human agency is captured most
readily by the originating sketch itself but also somewhat easily in the creation of the
library of elements from which the reconstruction function can use. The descriptor,
or attribute space, is a layer of abstraction that stands between the user's input
modality (a sketch in this instance) and the element created based on the machines
interpretation of desire or intent. This allows for changes of vocabulary (for example,
degree of abstraction) without the need for the laborious retraining of the algorithms.
Human agency is also somewhat enabled, though requires more technical skill, by
allowing a person to write their own code to procedurally reconstitute the descriptor
attributes into a new element. Lastly, human agency is also found in the ability for
anyone to replicate the process and to retrain the machine learning part to more
precisely recognize their own input sketches.
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These issues remain as primary concerns:
1. Can the machine be trained to recognize the subtle nuance of a hand sketch?
2. Will interpreting the sketch cause a disambiguation that denies the value of it?
3. Do the benefits outweigh the loss of the tactile experience?
4. Will the process maintain the sense of expressivity and immediacy of
sketching?
5. Will this be useful to anyone besides the person who did the initial training?
6. Will the resulting images be sufficiently interesting to warrant the effort?
In summary, we present a complete conceptual design of a system that combines
sketch analysis, machine learning and modular output using a virtual reality platform.
We present an interactive system for creating the training data required for the
machine learning process. We’ve created an open source data set of over 5,000
drawing/attribute data samples. We’ve also created a working prototype of the
complete system that illustrates the need for machine learning as well as the potential
of such a system. The machine learned model is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In the next chapter we’ll look at work that has been done in the past to enhance
human-computer interaction and how this relates to our project.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Early focus
In 1960, J. C. R. Licklider published a foundational paper entitled, “Man-Computer
Symbiosis” [LICKLIDER] and presciently predicted a future age where humans work
in cooperative systems with “thinking” machines, referring to this as the
“Mechanically Extended Man.” He posited that, “the symbiotic partnership will
perform intellectual operations much more effectively than man alone.” In that
seminal paper, he lightly touched on the possibility of interacting with the computer
via graphics and sketches. Sketch based computer interfaces and sketch-based
computer modeling has since been more deeply explored, dating back as far as Ivan
Sutherland’s famous “SketchPad: a man-machine graphical communication system”,
incredibly as early as 1964. [SUTHERLAND] The literature is extensive and entails a
landscape of approaches, goals and subproblems. Sutherland’s pioneering work was
most notably followed up by the influential, Computer-Aided Design conferences in
Brighton, England during the late 1970’s. More currently, sketch-based interfaces and
modeling, referred to as “SBIM,” has its own conference, dating back to 2004, usually
in conjunction with Eurographics or Siggraph. Two primary aspects of SBIM have
been 1) sketch recognition (often a classification problem) and 2) synthesis - where
the sketch is the input method for a following synthesis procedure to generate a new
image [CHEN], 3D art assets[DELANOY] or scene [SHIN]. In some cases, the two
are combined. These methods will be explored in the paragraphs below.
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Sketch and AI
Recently, attempts are being made to merge sketch input with artificial intelligence
in general and more specifically, machine learning [CAKMAK, EITZ YESILBEK].
We see this as a significant development of sketch input and creation. This merger
also creates its own set of unique problems. Since sketches are fast and easy to create,
they necessarily lack some information and specificity. Most current sketch
recognition systems attempt to overcome this lack of information by combining
machine learning techniques with a very large training set, usually labelled with
categories to support supervised learning methods. Attempting to infer 3D information
from a 2D sketch is a particularly challenging but useful subproblem. We avoid this
issue by sketching directly in 3D.
Gesture
Sketch input is most often treated as a static bitmap which lends itself most readily
to the canonical machine learning process where features are extracted from a given
set of examples. Classifiers are then trained on those features so new sketch inputs can
be classified using the trained system. [EITZ] Less common in the literature are
examples where the input sketch is based on “gesture.” Gesture and stroke data allows
additional information to be preserved such as the stroke sequence, timing, speed and
possibly pen pressure. [WOBBROCK] We capture more of the gesture data by using
3D stroke data instead of bitmaps for our machine learning and sketch analysis.
2D ambiguity
More recently, attempts have been made to provide additional information to the
quick, but sparse, 2D sketch data by introducing the third dimension. 3D information
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can readily disambiguate various shape and position possibilities. This extra level of
specificity is very valuable for accurately describing physically tangible forms when
that is the desired goal, as is often the case with architecture, sculpture and industrial
design. Some of these systems allow designers to work on flat input devices while
indicating the 3D location of strokes using various interface modalities
[PICCOLOTTO, DORSEY, TOLBA, GUTIERREZ]. “Cuttlefish” [GUTIERREZ] for
instance allows a user to specify an arbitrary plane or surface in three-dimensional
space, and then to draw strokes on that plane. Others have demonstrated effective
methods for using direct 3D sketch input using augmented or virtual reality gear and
input devices [ARNOWITZ]. However, to our knowledge, no attempts have been
made to combine 3D sketch information with artificial intelligence and machine
learning. This combination inspires our efforts to explore ways to enhance early stage
design exploration.
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Magic Canvas model retrieval system [SHIN]

Figure 5

Retrieval
Many examples of using sketch input involve the use of the sketch as some form of
retrieval or search based upon sketch recognition. (Figure 5) This is particularly true
for the design professions. Using sketch for retrieval is a very natural idea to replace
complex text descriptions or other interfaces with a simple and intuitive sketch to
describe more casually and intuitively what is desired by the user. Many of these
techniques use the sketch to index into a library of elements that have been preprocessed and analyzed to make it easier to match the user input sketch to an
archetypal form from the library. The retrieved item can be 2D shapes [YESILBEK]
or photographs [CHEN] or in some cases a 3D art asset [FUNKHOUSER]. This
matching from sketch data to photographs or 3D art assets is often referred to as
11

“cross-domain classification”. For 3D object retrieval, a few approaches use the
contour information of the 3D forms by analyzing the object from many different
angles and then matching that to an input sketch. In the project, “magic canvas” by
Shin and Igarashi [SHIN] the authors used an interesting technique of sampling the
contour of the shape as an array of distances from a centroid. (related to earlier work
[WITKIN]) These contour arrays, they call “feature vectors” are created for the object
as it appears from 16 different viewing angles with a preference for three-quarter view
angles. Each of these sets of contour arrays becomes a fingerprint of sorts for the
object. The assumption is that the sketch will likely be a three-quarter contour sketch
and can therefore be used as an index by comparing the feature vector generated from
the sketch to that of the various objects in the database. (Figure 6)

Magic Canvas contour sampling classification [SHIN]

Figure 6

One subset of sketch recognition involves “cleanup” where a user might draw a
crude circle and the machine recognizes this as a circle and converts it to a
mathematically precise version [EGGLI]. This is most useful for systems with a
limited and fixed vocabulary or alphabet such as electrical circuit figures, flow charts,
etc. This is also essentially a form of sketch-based retrieval, where the input sketch is
classified to a small set of iconic standard elements or shapes (circles, arrows, squares,
etc.). Handwriting recognition is related to this, such that a myriad of possible
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sketches can be mapped to an alphabet of standard forms. Besides cleaning up
canonical shapes, input sketches can also be used symbolically in place of user
interface buttons to invoke actions or perform functions. For example, a scribble
gesture might mean “erase.” A good early example of this is the work done by
Zelesnick et. al [ZELESNICK] presented at Siggraph in 1996 before the explosion of
neural networks. Using only formal logic they interpret 2D sketches based on the way
the strokes were made (sequence and direction was factored in) to map to a fixed set
of predefined symbols. For example, three perpendicular lines would be transcribed
into a cube. This however requires a user to learn the vocabulary defined by the
authors and does not interpret random sketches. Along similar lines but using more
contemporary methods, in 2017 “Sketch recognition with few examples,” Yesilbek, et.
al. employed feature detection, “bagging” and machine learning to map 2D symbols
into a constrained domain of about twenty symbols [YESILBEK]. Bagging is a
common ensemble technique used to resample a dataset and average the results to
decrease instability caused by outliers, and to reduce overfitting.
Effective image retrieval based on sketch input opens up numerous application
possibilities. As an example, Lee et. al. [LEE] demonstrated a real time feedback
assisted drawing method called “Shadow Draw”. This application dynamically maps
user input sketches to a few dozen object categories using a nearest neighbor approach
for finding geometrically similar objects. These objects are then faintly displayed
under the sketch to gently guide the user towards an improved drawing. Another
application is to map from crude amateur sketches to professionally made illustrations
[Google Autodraw] or to clip art.
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In many cases it is deemed important to not just classify the shape of the sketch
and target result but to also capture the semantics of the sketch, as in, “what is this a
sketch of.” An excellent example of this is “Quick, Draw!” also by Google. This
online application (www.quickdraw.withgoogle.com) gives you an assignment to draw
something, like an apple, an octagon or a helicopter. In 20 seconds or less it will try to
guess what it is that you’ve been tasked with drawing. While this is fascinating, and
addictive, it demonstrates an attempt to classify sketches by grasping the semantics of
the drawing from the shape. In many cases this very important. (As previously
mentioned, for our purposes many of the shapes that a designer will need cannot be
named easily or clearly – Figure 2).
Synthesis
Interesting results have been achieved by combining sketch input with a synthesis
process to produce new original objects or compositions in either 2D or 3D. In the
past, sketching was explored as a potential way to replace or supplement 3D modeling.
3D modeling systems were usually considered difficult to learn and tedious to use,
inspiring a search for a simpler, more direct method to create complex 3D forms
[EGGLI]. However, since many of these papers were authored, newer approaches to
3D modeling such as Sketchup, Rhino, and Modo (and even new modeling advances
in the older more full-featured 3D modeling systems of Maya and 3D Studio Max) has
“raised the bar.” These newer systems are easier to learn and allow for very quick
modeling of basic 3D forms. An interesting recent effort by Delaney et. al. (2016) uses
a deep convolutional neural network to predict occupancy of a 3d voxel grid to
generate a 3d form from a 2D input sketch [DELANEY]. Users can change views and
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add further information by continuing to sketch and refine or adjust the resulting 3D
art asset. It’s not yet clear if this approach will eventually allow for a faster, easier or
more accurate 3D art asset than using traditional 3D tools.
Some success has been demonstrated by combining retrieval with synthesis to
make new forms by combining things instanced from a specific domain of existing
elements. One example uses sketches to retrieve 3D objects to allow a user to quickly
instantiate new elements into a 3D scene. [SHIN] The ability for non-technical users
to quickly assemble a complex 3D scene shows promise as a useful method for early
mockups of stage sets, scenes and environments for a variety of applications. Some of
the papers described above which use sketch recognition to retrieve objects from fixed
domains allow users to synthesize these new forms into new compositions. Similarly,
this approach can be applied to two-dimensional image compositions systems with a
potential for a more open domain of elements as well. For example, Sketch2Photo
[SHIN] and PhotoSketcher [EITZ] combine sketch recognition with an image search
on the web to find a matching photo. These “found” images are then assembled and
iteratively composited together into a new final image.
Machine learning
Recent advances in processing speed and parallelization have enabled artificial
intelligence researchers to train machine learning systems on vast amounts of data to
obtain good results that were elusive just a few years earlier. This explosion in the use
of neural networks (and other approaches to AI) has likewise opened new potential for
various artificial intelligent approaches to sketch recognition. In 1959 Hubel and
Wiesel introduced a model of a cat’s visual system that included two types of cells, a
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simple cell and a complex cell. These two types correspond to the two main operators
used in today's neural networks - convolution and pooling [HUBEL]. Neural networks
based on these and the principles behind Rosenblatt’s Perceptron [ROSENBLATT]
have become standard. Backpropagation for layered neural networks was introduced
originally in 1969 by Bryson and Ho and was rediscovered in the 1980’s to usher in
the age of “deep learning” or “deep neural networks” (DNN). As previously
mentioned, these networks typically require very large data sets to train and therefore
significant processing power. As this power has become more readily available after
about 2010, this technology has had a significant renaissance. The vision community
has demonstrated that DNNs are especially well suited to classification tasks using
bitmap images or videos (sequences of bitmap images). Besides neural networks, other
related algorithms proven useful for classification include; principal component
analysis, k-nearest neighbor, logistic regression, Bayesian nets, decision trees and
forests, support vector machines (SVM) and hidden Markov models (HMM). Our data
set is designed to support various methods of classification and regression without
relying on 2D bitmap information. However, generating the machine learned model
from the data set is beyond the scope of this thesis and remains a topic of research.
Future of design
In 2004 at the AI lab at MIT, Adler, et al. strived to define the “Design Studio of
the Future” [ADLER]. They wrote, “Sketching is a promising modality around which
to build the design studio of the future.” We concur and believe that now is the right
time to develop the smart tools needed for early stage design exploration of the 21st
century. The advent of fast computers and the development of new sophisticated
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machine learning algorithms has inspired, and made possible, our own explorations on
sketch-based interfaces.
It’s clear to us from the literature that there remains much potential for explorations
in machine assisted design. In the following chapter we describe a conceptual
framework to enhance early stage design with a system we’re calling, “V-Sketch.” VSketch combines 3D sketch input with machine learning and modular libraries to offer
designers a new way to explore design possibilities in three dimensions.
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CHAPTER 3
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Training Data
The training data is a large data set created to allow machine learning algorithms to
be trained to detect a user’s intention from a three-dimensional sketch. It is comprised
of a set of 3D drawings and their associated descriptions or attributes. This is the
critical requirement to produce a model that can be used by the V-Sketch application
to interpret a user’s input sketch.
The Model
The model is a system that can interpret user input sketches into a set of attributes.
The model is derived from machine learning algorithms trained on the drawings and
associated attributes, the training data, to interpret the user’s intention from an input
sketch.
Data Generation Tool
The data generation tool is a program created in the Unreal Engine to run on the
Oculus Rift in VR. It’s designed to facilitate the creation of the set of training data
required for machine learning. This program includes a 3D drawing interface and
provides guides to manage the data creation and to save out the 3D drawing combined
with the attributes that best describe the drawing. This program also manages the
distribution of drawing types in the data set.
Data Visualizer
The Data Visualizer is a VR application that can read a folder of drawing files and
reconstruct the 3D drawings for viewing. It also provides visual feedback indicating
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the attributes that describe the current drawing which is included in the drawing’s data
record.
V-Sketch
V-Sketch is the name of the ultimate target application. It is a tool that allows users
to sketch and then automatically converts their sketches into 3D forms to create a
composition. This application has a sketching interface and employs the model to
interpret the user’s intention from their input sketch. V-Sketch also utilizes modular
“libraries” to constrain the search for the best form to a limited set of predetermined
possibilities.
Composition or Design
The composition or design is the overall 3D assemblage of forms that represents
the work that the user is creating. It is comprised of one or more “elements.” For
example, a composition might be of a building composed of many “elements”.
Elements
Elements are the 3D objects that make up any given composition or design. Each
element is generated automatically from the user’s input sketch. The user’s intention is
interpreted with the aid of the model. The intention is represented by the resulting
attribute settings. These attributes are used by the reconstruction function to produce
an element. A stone wall for example might be an element in a composition.
Sketch
A sketch is 3D line data created in VR by a user to communicate an intended type
of element for the current composition. A sketch is comprised of one or more strokes.
A sketch might be a collection of strokes that indicate a column for example.
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Stroke
A stroke is a single continuous line or data point and serves as a component of a
sketch. Strokes can be free hand lines, straight lines or single data points. Strokes are
sampled at 0.02 second intervals to create a sequence of points with (x,y,z)
coordinates in space. A collection of one or more strokes comprise a sketch.
Attributes (Labels, Parameters)
Attributes are the numerical and Boolean data that describes the intent of a given
sketch. Often in machine learning literature, in the context of the training data set
these are called “labels” or “tags.” In the context of the reconstruction function of VSketch these attributes are passed in as “parameters” and form the input to the function
tasked with returning a new element of the composition. Our attributes come in two
flavors, “space” and “tags.”
Attribute Space
The Attribute space is one portion of the attributes used to describe the intention or
characteristic of a sketch. We have three real number attributes that indicate a point in
a three-dimensional space used to describe the users intention from a given sketch.
These dimensions are complexity, curvature and dimension. Complexity ranges from a
simple to complex. Curvature ranges from rectilinear to curvilinear. Dimension ranges
from zero dimensions to three dimensions, i.e. points (0D), lines (1D), planes (2D) to
volumes (3D).
Attribute Tags
Attribute tags are Boolean flags that provide more information about the sketch.
They fall into two categories. Some tags indicate that the sketch is of something, such
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as a sphere or a tetrahedron, these all begin with “is a …” Other tags describe aspects
of the sketch itself and are of the form, “has …” For example, “has rectangles” and
“has ovals” etc.
Exemplars
Exemplars are 3D art assets and their associated attributes, used as guides in the
Drawing Generator to present to the data set creator a 3D example of a given set of
attributes. The creator then uses these forms to make drawings that are reflective of the
attributes. Exemplars have been carefully calibrated to span the full range of available
attributes.
Sketch Features
The goal of the machine learning algorithms is to convert a given input sketch
(sequence of (x,y,z) coordinates) into an array of attributes. This can be enhanced by
first converting the raw point data into more actionable aspects of the sketch by
calculating some salient features of it. A set of features is extracted from the input
sketch using a combination of basic data analysis and machine learning models
developed for individual strokes of a sketch. Feature extraction is a common aspect of
machine learning. Features might include things like, number of strokes, average
length of strokes, total length of all strokes, etc. Sketch features also include a set of
line features for each stroke of the sketch, these are called, stroke features.
Stroke Features
Like sketch features, stroke features are numerical values that can be extracted and
used as input for a trained model. Examples include, stroke length, number of points,
mean and standard deviation, mode, etc. Also, these features can be used with stroke
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specific machine learning models to further extract information at the single stroke
level, such as complexity and degree of curvature and dimension, the results of which
are aggregated to provide additional sketch features as an input vector for the model.
Library (or “kit-of-parts”)
V-Sketch is a modular approach to design where the user (or an expert user) can
create collections of 3D design elements which have been manually labelled with
attributes that describe the element. For example, a collection of glass walls and
forms, or a collection of general colored massing shapes. Individual libraries function
as a kit-of-parts. V-Sketch allows an end user to easily switch between libraries, while
creating a composition, to constrain the interpretation of a given input sketch. A
selection of the element(s) from the library that best match the sketch attributes is
performed by the reconstruction function.
Reconstruction Function
The reconstruction function takes as input the attributes that the model generated
from the input sketch. The reconstruction function produces a new 3D element of the
design based on these values and the currently chosen library. The simplest form of a
reconstruction function would be to use K-Nearest neighbors to find the elements in
the library which have attributes most similar to those extracted from the sketch by the
model. Alternatively, a reconstruction function can procedurally generate an element
instead of using a library, or some hybrid approach. The V-Sketch interface allows the
user to cycle through the few elements which best match the sketch attributes. Once an
element has been chosen or created by the reconstruction function it needs to be
placed and oriented in the composition - this is the situating process.
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Situating Process
This process places the new element chosen by the reconstruction function into
the composition. It has access to the derived attributes and the raw data of the input
sketch and attempts to match the placement, scale and orientation indicated by the
input sketch.
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CHAPTER 4
MACHINE ASSISTED DESIGN EXPLORATION

The V-Sketch System

Figure 7

Overall approach
We introduce the V-Sketch system. (Figure 7) This conceptual framework
describes a process for combining sketch input, machine learning and flexible output
to enhance early stage design exploration. Our V-Sketch system utilizes virtual reality
gear such as the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive to enable a designer to quickly create design
compositions in three dimensions. Instead of the more typical method of assembling
elements from a table of model assets (trees, walls, windows, shapes, etc.) the user
interacts directly with the machine using sketch input in three space. Sketching in
three dimensions allows a designer to disambiguate a drawing and to more precisely
communicate to the machine what type of form they are interested in. (Figure 8) Also,
as with the situating process, many things are simplified in a full 3D VR version. In
2D, the exact placement of an object in 3D is ambiguous, making the situating process
require more user input and adding significant complexity.
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2D sketching of 3D objects is inherently ambiguous but not so in 3D

Figure 8

However, it is possible, and may, in some cases, be more desirable, to create 3D
sketches without the need for VR or AR gear. This can potentially be accomplished
with tools such as the 3D Bezier tool in Maya or some yet to be made available tool
along the lines of the research described above [PICCOLOTTO, DORSEY, TOLBA,
GUTIERREZ]. These systems allow a user to sketch using a flat surface interface but
produce a sketch with three-dimensional information. Whether using systems like
these or sketching directly in three-space using VR gear, the additional information
gained by adding the third dimension is transformative. Important things such as axis
alignment, perpendicularity, and curvature in space is all made more apparent in 3D.
We have implemented a VR prototype version of our system to explore this possibility
further.
In our system, the user creates a composition by sketching each new element of the
composition directly in the context of the existing composition. A composition is
made up of elements which have been instantiated through human-machine
collaboration via the input sketch. When the designer has completed a sketch, he/she
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pulls a trigger on the controller to cause the machine to analyze the sketch and replace
it with a new element of the design. Pulling the trigger again repeats the process and
replaces the element with a different element based on the same sketch. A collection
of similar elements can be cycled allowing the designer to choose from these. One of
the options offered to the user is their own originating sketch. Once chosen the new
element remains selected and allows the user to adjust its position and scale as desired,
or to delete it and try again. The process is repeated to create an assemblage of
elements that constitute the composition. This is described more thoroughly in the
section titled, “V-Sketch Prototype”.

The primary components of the V-Sketch system

Figure 9

Core Concept
The overall approach used for the V-Sketch project is shown in Figure 9. There are
three primary modules of the system. The sketch analysis part has the task of creating
the attribute array that describes the desired results implied by the input sketch. The
reconstruction function flexibly interprets that analysis and produces a 3D graphical
element. These modules are connected by an abstract, multidimensional numerical
space - the “attributes.”
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The resulting 3D graphical element must then be positioned into the composition to
best match the placement, scale and orientation of the input sketch. We call this, the
situating process. Then the cycle repeats.
A composition is made by the user as a collection of sketches of various
components or parts of the composition, an “element”. Each sketch is comprised of
one or more strokes. These sketches are made by the end user to quickly and fluidly
communicate to the machine what type of element he/she desires for the indicated
position of the composition. The software captures the physical gesture of the
designer’s sketches, stroke by stroke. We believe that valuable information is
contained in the dynamic creation of a sketch, such as the stroke sequencing, direction
and speed when making a sketch and therefore employs a process that retains this
information as opposed to using a bitmap. Using a bitmap would enable the use of
many proven techniques common to computer vision applications but would eliminate
the availability of the sketch dynamics. In addition, capturing and working from the
sketch data instead of a bitmap of the resulting sketch more easily allows for working
with three dimensional sketches.
Before the primary model is employed, the sketch data is pre-processed and
analyzed using a suite of statistical data analysis tools and artificial intelligence
techniques to best capture the abstract qualities of the sketch. This common approach,
often called, “feature engineering,” provides a useful “bag-of-features.” The bag-offeatures is combined with a machine learned model to convert the input sketch data to
an attribute vector or point in a multi-dimensional attribute space used to numerically
describe the inferred intent of the sketch.
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The foundation for this process is the training data set, which is the large data set
required to allow machine learning algorithms to be trained to detect a user’s intention
from a three-dimensional sketch. It is comprised of a set of 3D drawings and their
associated descriptions or attributes. This is the essential requirement to produce a
model that can be used by the V-Sketch application to interpret a user’s input sketch.
This data set reflects the combination of 3D drawings and their associated attributes.
The three primary attributes used to describe the sketch are complexity, curvature
and dimensionality. (Figure 10)
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The dimensions of the attribute space
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Figure 10

Complexity is a value that captures the visual or geometric complexity of the
sketched form. Curvature is the degree to which the overall nature of the desired form
is curvilinear versus rectilinear. Dimensionality is the degree to which the sketched
form is extended through space from a one-dimensional point, to an elongated form as
a line, to a planar form, and ultimately to an evenly dimensioned 3D shape. We call
these three values the “attribute space.” In addition to the attribute space comprised
of three continuous real numbers we utilize a set of Boolean flags that can be set to be
true or false depending on the drawing. We call these the “attribute tags.” These tags
denote specific things about the drawing such as what it is (a sphere, a tetrahedron,
etc.) and what qualities it possesses (e.g. is upright, has right angles, etc.) These
attributes are described more fully in the section titled, “Training Data Set.”
Once the machine has analyzed the sketch and converted its qualities to a numerical
attribute vector as a type of description, the second primary module, the
reconstruction function, is invoked. The reconstruction function is a suite of
functions, which can convert the input attribute vector into a 3D object or element.
Lastly this new element is “situated,” which means it is scaled and positioned to
approximate the sketch. The process is repeated element by element as the
composition unfolds.
Let’s now look more closely at the sketch analysis phase where the input sketch is
converted into an attribute vector.
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Sketch analysis using a machine learned model

Figure 11

Sketch Analysis
Clearly, it is possible to derive much useful information from an input sketch using
common data analysis techniques. However, we believe that sophisticated machine
learning algorithms will be required to best facilitate smooth and intuitive humancomputer interaction via sketching. (Figure 11) The essential first step for a supervised
learning approach to sketch analysis is to create a large data set that correlates a
collection of hand drawn 3D drawings with their associated attribute values. This data
is used to train algorithms to generate a model that can take any user input sketch and
predict with reasonable accuracy what the attributes should be for that sketch. It is the
recognition of the need for robust machine-learning trained models that motivates this
thesis project to create a satisfactory training data set. Although implementation of
these machine learning algorithms is beyond the scope of this thesis we include a
description here of the conceptual framework for creating such a system.
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Machine Learning
There are several unique machine learning challenges in this context. Most machine
learning algorithms require a fixed set of features for all data samples. (samples being
a features/attributes pairing) In our case there are a variable number of strokes per
sketch and each stroke is comprised of a variable number of coordinates. One
approach to solving this utilizes a class of algorithms called “Long Short-Term
Memory” units or more commonly LSTMs. This type of Recurrent Neural Network
derived algorithm has demonstrated effectiveness for streaming data such as that used
in speech recognition. This approach may also be effective for the live drawing of
sketch data. Alternatively, by studying the attributes that we desire to extract from the
sketch, we may need to develop a hybrid approach where different algorithms are used
to extract different attributes. In our case, the desired attributes fall into two main
categories, a spatial component, which is comprised of three real numbers and
therefore positions each sketch in a qualitative space of three dimensions. We call this
the “attribute space.” There is also a set of Boolean flags, some of which are
mutually exclusive and represent more of a standard classification problem. We refer
to these as the “attribute tags.” Considering the nature of these attributes, described in
more detail below in the section titled “Training Data Set,” we recommend the
following approach.
1. Break each sketch into its component strokes
2. Prepare the sketch data by analyzing each stroke using both traditional
statistical analysis as well as machine learned models trained on single stroke
data
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3. Create a collection of features from the above analysis to create a fixed length
feature vector as input to regression algorithms trained with supervised
learning on the same features extracted from the training set data samples.
Preparing sketch data
Many machine learning algorithms generate models that utilize a bitmap as a vector
of values and detect patterns and determine categories which would otherwise be
difficult to ascertain using just formal logic. In our case, we recommend avoiding, or
at least not limiting to only the use of a bitmap representation of the sketch. As
mentioned in the overview, we believe that working directly with line data will be
more challenging up front but will ultimately lead to more flexibility and
expressiveness. Bitmaps do not retain the timing involved in creating a sketch, the
sequence and other physical aspects of the act of sketching, as well as the threedimensional nature of the sketch. Our raw data consists of CSV (comma separated
values) files with the first number is an index into the exemplar array used for creating
the sample which is explained more in the chapter on creating the training data set.
This is used for debugging and can be ignored. The next three entries are the three
spatial attributes for the included sketch. A string of ones and zeros follow those
values to indicate true/false for each of the Boolean attribute tags. The stroke point
data, sampled at regular time intervals, follows those values with each stroke separated
by a null value. Performing basic numerical analysis of our training data we were able
to determine that most sketches have fewer than twelve strokes per sketch and most
strokes had fewer than twenty data points per stroke.
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A method of preparing data features should provide best results for machine
learning algorithms. The concept is to fix the number of strokes and instead of raw
x,y,z coordinates, generate a “bag-of-features” to improve feature recognition. We
recommend dividing the problem into sub-parts to create a hierarchy of analyses. It’s
possible to use the subset of the training dataset that includes only drawing samples
comprised of just single strokes to extract stroke specific features. The following per
stroke values can be extracted using standard data science techniques.
•

Number points

•

Stroke length

•

Stroke duration (total time)

•

Start point

•

End point

•

Distance between endpoints

•

Direction trend (averaged direction vector)

•

Dominant angle (rounded to nearest 5 degree)

•

Speed variation

•

Angle variability

•

Number straight line segments detected

•

Circle detected

•

Dot detected (single point stroke)

•

Vertical line segment detected

•

Horizontal line segment detected

•

Axis aligned angles detected

Then for the sketch we added the following features:
•

Number of strokes

•

Mean stroke length

•

Mean stroke duration
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•

Total length

•

Total time duration

•

Start point first stroke

•

End point last stroke

•

Distance between first point and last point

•

Direction trend (averaged direction vector)

•

Dominant angle (rounded to nearest 5 degree)

•

Speed variation

•

Angle variability

•

Number straight line segments detected

•

Number circles detected

•

Number dots detected (single point data)

•

Vertical lines detected

•

Horizontal lines detected

•

Axis line angles detected

•

Attribute values averages for each of its strokes

It is also possible to simplify the target values by turning these into binary
classification problems. For instance, instead of evaluating curvature as floating-point
values it may be desirable to bucket these into two binary settings of, “is curvilinear”,
and, “is rectilinear.” Using a “random forests” method (an aggregation of decision
trees) it is possible to reconstruct the smooth variability of the curvature variable. The
attribute evaluations for each single stroke can be averaged and provided as a feature
for the overall sketch analysis. This hierarchical and simplified approach using binary
classification as separate steps is ongoing research.
Our experiments have indicated that better results are achieved by breaking down
the problem into a hierarchical or nested set of subproblems and solving things
individually instead of attempting to analyze the sketch as a whole in one step. The
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approach described above, and our early experiments suggest that aggregated linear
regressions with “bagging” and/or “boosting” is most promising for extracting the
sketch attributes needed as input to the reconstruction function.
Reconstruction function
The reconstruction function is the second primary module of the V-Sketch system
and it is sequenced directly following the sketch analysis module. As described in the
“Overall Approach” section, the reconstruction function takes as input an array of
attributes derived from the sketch by the model and returns a new element of the
composition. The flexibility of this approach allows a technical artist to write code to
create a new reconstruction function to suit his/her needs. These functions could
literally be anything that takes attributes as input and returns an element of a
composition. Perhaps the simplest and most powerful form would be to use a system
of interchangeable libraries of predefined elements.
Libraries
At its most basic form, a reconstruction function can be created that searches a
given library or kit-of-parts for whichever element best matches the input attributes.
The architect Le Corbusier’s extolled the virtue of producing complex architecture
through a use of a set of “preliminary shapes” or simple forms. Our system facilitates
the use of custom sets of forms or more elaborate textured detailed shapes, whatever
the designer requires at the time. These modular libraries are flexible and allow a
designer to quickly switch between collections of elements while making a
composition to greatly change the domain from which new elements are chosen. One
example might be a library consisting of simple massing forms with transparency
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while another might contain forms with specific materials like wood or concrete with
photorealistic texturing. In either case an element is chosen from that constrained set
which best represents the input attributes. This approach requires that the predefined
library elements must be evaluated and positioned in the attribute space and labelled
with attribute tags. This is described in the next subsection. It’s interesting to note that
these libraries which are mostly architectonic in our system could be anything,
including audio clips, animating forms, 2D, etc. While a technical artist could create a
custom reconstruction function, most artists can create and label a collection of
elements to create a new library. (Figure 12)

Attributes are input parameters to the reconstruction function

Figure 12

Using interchangeable libraries allows a designer to create an entire vocabulary by
populating libraries with assets. Imagine if you will a vocabulary for sand castles,
Richard Meier buildings, Antonio Gaudi elements, or gothic cathedrals. More useful
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for our purpose are low level early stage design masses of simple forms and voids,
planes and lines to indicate architectural thinking. However, since our sketches are
retained it is possible to switch vocabularies and see the results as the designer moves
from one level of abstraction to another.
When using a library, a reconstruction function can sort all elements in a library
by the square of the distance to the target attribute space parameters and/or restrict the
search to only elements with matching attribute tags. From this, a subset array of
possible choices is created and presented to the user to make the final selection.
(Figure 13) The simplicity and potential of this cannot be overstated. Without writing
any code a designer can create a unique collection of element groups and readily
switch between them. Since everything is done in context, they can then both select
and position the elements directly into a composition without having to access a table
or list.

Top shape matches are offered to the user to select from

Figure 13

Procedural generation
Another possibility for a reconstruction function is one where the elements are
made programmatically. This is where an algorithm is crafted to produce a new 3D
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object directly from the input parameters. A simple variation might be to start with a
base mesh of either a sphere or a cube and then to apply various transformations based
on the incoming parameters. The advantage of this is that the space can be made to be
continuous and thereby constitute a near infinite variety of forms that define the
domain.

Joseph Cornell, “Untitled (Hotel Eden)”

Figure 14

Creating a tagged library
Besides sketching itself, the primary channel of human agency that we have
introduced with this project is the creation of custom libraries and vocabularies to
match the desired degree of abstraction or style for a given project. Many art and
design projects begin with a definition of the range of elements possible for a given
project. The collage artist Joseph Cornell (Figure 14), like other collage artists
maintained an elaborate and extensive collection of raw elements for his work. The
process for a collage artist entails collecting possible elements and then selecting a
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subset, often one element at a time and temporarily juxtaposing the elements in search
of the proper contrast and balance of forms. Our system reflects that process by
emphasizing the use of a flexible system of libraries of elements. Creating a library or
kit-of-parts is neither trivial nor difficult. Digital production artists can create raw
assets quickly. To this end, a library labeling system can be created that reads in each
new element from a list of files and presents the user with a UI to tag each element
and insert it into an internal database in the V-Sketch system. At the very least, the
element is presented along with sliders to allow the user to manually set the qualities
that describe it. There’s one slider for each dimension of the core attribute space and a
set of check boxes to allow the user to set the attribute tags as well. Better, is a system
that offers the sliders but also allows the user to create a 3D drawing to match the
element and automatically set the attribute values by submitting that drawing through
the same analysis and machine learned model that will be used at creation time.
In addition to setting the attributes for each element of a library the user must be
able to specify any constraints on the element. A collection of switches can be
provided that allow the user to constrain the re-orientation and scaling of the element.
(for example, enforce that this column remains upright, or that a sphere must be scaled
evenly to remain a sphere)
It takes about 125 evenly spaced examples to define a three-attribute space (5x5x5).
Sparse spaces are acceptable but will have voids that cannot accurately match some
sketches. A library’s attribute space can be more densely populated in some areas than
others. We’ve used visualization tools to get a better sense for this coverage. A good
healthy three-dimensional library should ideally have about 200 elements but anything
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more than about eighty seems to provide reasonable performance. Small libraries
require less sophisticated sketch analysis because the distance in terms of number of
library elements is necessarily closer to the ideal element than it may be in large
libraries. In some cases, small focused libraries might be what the designer requires to
offer a more limited vocabulary. It is also evident that there will be some library
elements that very rarely if ever get chosen by the reconstruction function and
conversely there will be some elements that get chosen often. We’ve employed a
simple process called “Library Tuning” to address this.
Library Tuning
Although creating the machine trained model to fully analyze input sketches is
beyond the scope of this thesis, we did utilize the data set to tune our test libraries.
Noticing that some elements were too common while others were too rare we looked
for ways to better balance the system. One approach that worked quite well was to run
the data set through our simplified sketch analysis process and sort and score by
distance each element in the library. At each epoch, or full run through all the
elements in the data set, the attributes of the library elements that had the lowest score
are “nudged” in the direction of the elements that received the highest score. This is a
reasonable approach since the original labelling of the library elements is subjective
and the desired end goal is a good user experience.
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The situating process

Figure 15

Situating
After the sketch has been processed and an element has been retrieved and/or
created, the element must be placed and oriented into the three-dimensional scene. As
mentioned, this is the “situating process”. (Figure 15) In our earlier 2D version of VSketch, situating was difficult due to the ambiguous 3D position indicated by a 2D
sketch. In our current 3D VR version of V-Sketch the ambiguity, and hence much of
the difficulty, is naturally eliminated. The situating process is to fit the resulting object
with reasonable error inside the bounding box defined by the 3D sketch itself position and scale. Although, much simpler in 3D than 2D there are some challenges
that need to be accommodated. Some objects can be scaled non-uniformly to better fit
the input sketch. For example, a basic box can be scaled to precisely fit the sketch.
However, this means that for freely scalable elements the dimensionality attribute
should perhaps not be a factor when choosing the best element from a library in the
reconstruction function. Also, while most abstract forms can be scaled nonuniformly, it is optimal if the form is rotated to best align with the sketch dimensions
before scaling. This ensures that the nature of the shape is preserved. For example, a
tall thin cone should be aligned to a conical sketch such that the longest dimensions
are the same before scaling to fit. Otherwise a sketch of a tall cone would result in a
distorted cone element. It’s one thing to recognize that a sketch is of a cone and
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another to recognize which end is the pointed end and to re-orient the element to best
fit the sketch. Another good example of this is with planar forms. The library element
of a planar form might lie along the x, y plane but the user may sketch a matching
plane in the x, z plane. In this case the scaling to fit must rotate the plane along the x
axis and then scale to fit the sketch. This re-scaling might suggest that the
dimensionality attribute is less important or, as previously mentioned, non-orthogonal
to the other dimensions of complexity and curvature. This is true to some degree;
however, lines can only be scaled in one dimension and planes in two. This fact keeps
the dimensionality attribute valuable as some forms are specific in their dimension.
For example, a low-relief sculpture like those of the baptistry door in Florence derive
in part their nature from the dimensionality that lies somewhere between a plane and a
solid. Similarly, long thin forms start to appear more like lines.
As shown, the situating process may involve rotations and non-uniform scaling
needed to best match a new element to the input sketch. However, the element that’s
been instantiated may have constraints that have been placed on it when the element
was added to the library or created procedurally. These constraints are sometimes
necessary for certain elements, for instance, staircases, trees and colonnades should by
default remain upright. The setting of these constraints at authoring time is described
in more detail in the section on creating a tagged library.
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CHAPTER 5
TRAINING DATA SET

Training data set is critical for machine learning

Figure 16

Goals
The desired goal of using sketch input to collaborate with intelligent software to
enhance the design process will require the ability for the machine to analyze the users
input sketch with robustness and accuracy. An algorithmic model must be developed
that can interpret the input sketch and produce an array of attributes describing the
user’s intention. The critical component is the training data set that pairs sample 3D
drawings with accurate attribute descriptors to be used to train machine learning
algorithms producing such a model. (figure 16) A good data set will contain a wide
range of exemplary drawings that have representative samples of every reasonable
combination of drawing types defined by the attribute descriptors. We have generated
this data set. It is important to note that all the sample drawings in our data set were
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done by a single individual and as such an inherent bias is unavoidable. However,
despite this limitation, much effort was made to generalize the drawings as much as
possible. This is described more fully in the subsection on the data set creation
process. Lastly, the most valuable part of the data set is the 3D drawings themselves,
the creation of which is arduous and requires direct human creation at significant time
cost. It is not so difficult to manually or algorithmically re-label the drawings to suit
any future unforeseen needs.
Attributes
As briefly described previously, the set of numerical attributes that are used as an
abstract representation of abstract forms is the linchpin of the system. There is no
established clear method for describing objectively a large array of abstract forms.
Gestalt psychology principles are marginally useful as are other personal systems put
forth by various artists such as Jean Arp and others. With an understanding of the
necessity for subjectivity in choosing the attributes themselves, it is understood that
this attempt to do so is not likely to be definitive but rather serves as a solid foundation
for others to build upon or modify to suit their own needs.
As mentioned already our attributes are of two types, the attribute space comprised
of three real numbers and the attribute tags which is a collection of Boolean true/false
variables. The attribute space is most easily grasped by reviewing Figure 10. The three
independent axis variables are complexity, curvature and dimensionality. These three
continuous variables have been shown in our work to facilitate an effective high-level
categorization of any abstract 3D form. The degree of complexity and curvature (as
opposed to rectilinear) are readily understood. Dimensionality on the other hand has
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proven essential but problematic. Dimensionality is our attempt to divide forms by
their extension in space. A very low value would indicate a point in space, while a line
and then a plane and low-relief and on to a fully evenly dimensioned solid describe the
dimensionality vector. Having this third dimension is critical primarily for separating
planar elements from fully 3D elements and the degrees between. While useful there
are problems with this variable. For one, it is not completely orthogonal to the other
two axes. Imagine a curved line and its bounding box. Whereas a straight line can
have only one dimension of length, a curve needs at least two dimensions to bound its
area. It lies on a single plane or can potentially even be fully three dimensional.
Therefore, in our system curvilinear sketches have a minimum bound on the
dimensionality axis. Also, a planar element may be complex, but it is inherently not as
complex as a complex 3D form. The dimensionality variable is useful but is not
entirely independent of the other two axes. Another practical problem with this
variable is that many forms can be scaled non-uniformly to fit a wider range of values
in our attribute dimensionality axis. This means that the reconstruction function may
select an element based on its dimensionality instead of another more appropriate
element which can be scaled non-uniformly to match exactly the dimensionality
attribute of the sketch. This can be illustrated easily with a conic form. If the point of
the cone is near the circular base it approaches a plane (and becomes more
curvilinear). As the height increases and the base decreases in diameter it approaches a
line (and becomes less curvilinear, relatively). While if the diameter matches the
height, it becomes an evenly dimensioned 3D form. In our system these would be
differentiated forms, suggesting that while our language might refer to these all as
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“cones” they are different abstract forms. This is perhaps a limitation of our language.
We can avoid this issue by providing multiple “cones” with different dimensionality.
We can link them linguistically by setting the appropriate Boolean tags indicating that
all of these are still, “cones.”
A set of Boolean tags to further describe the intended shape drawn were chosen and
refined over several iterations. This set of attribute tags reflects an architectonic focus
but should also be sufficient for general abstract purposes.
Beyond the three real number continuous attributes there are also Boolean tags:
•

Is a box (all right angles)

•

Is a sphere

•

Is a cylinder

•

Is a cone

•

Is a tetrahedron

•

Is a pyramid

•

Is an octahedron

•

Is a line

•

Is a plane

•

Is a wall

•

Is an arch

•

Is a column

•

Is [are] stairs

•

Is a shell (thin curved shape)

•

Is a tube

•

Is organic

•

Is irregular (neither curved nor straight lines - like a coastline)

•

Is upright (usually meaning it has vertical edges)

•

Is horizontal (lying flat parallel to the ground plane)

•

Is a scribble
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•

Is a spiral

•

Is a shard (fragmentary shape)

•

Is an arrow

•

Is foliage

•

Is a lattice (3D grid or trellis)

Feature labels can be used if the feature is a significant characteristic of the form:
•

Has rectangles

•

Has ovals (including circles)

•

Has triangles (as an important feature)

•

Has a skew

•

Has a wedge (like a roof or a ramp)

•

Has hexagonal angles (120 or 60 degrees)

•

Has right angles

•

Has six sides

•

Has a grid

•

Has symmetry (as an important feature)

•

Has stipple (dots)

•

Has hatching (several similar strokes)

•

Has some horizontals (as an important feature)

•

Has some verticals (as an important feature)
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Subset of the 260 exemplars created to aid data set generation

Figure 17

Exemplars
To facilitate the creation of the data set a collection of exemplary 3D forms were
created in Maya and labelled with appropriate attribute descriptors. (Figure 17) These
3D art assets exemplars and their associated attributes are used as guides in the
Drawing Generator Tool to present to the data set creator an example of a given set
of attribute values. The creator then uses these forms to make drawings that are
reflective of the attributes. Exemplars have been carefully calibrated to express the full
range of available attributes. They have also been designed to facilitate machine
learning in several ways. For example, there are several two-line exemplars with tags
that indicate the angle between the lines, such as, “right angle.” Over-fitting of the
machine learned algorithms would be more likely if there were not also examples of
two-line exemplars that serve as negative examples - two lines with angles that are not
tagged as special in any way. Also, some forms that might all be labelled easily as
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“cones,” are represented in various forms, such as short, flat disk type of cones and tall
thin cones. We also employ several open-to-interpretation types of exemplars that
present to the creator as just text. The following is a list of some of these text-based
exemplars.
•

Column

•

Tree

•

Scribble (several different types with different tags to reflect their nature)

•

Hatching

•

Stippling

•

Potato (free form shape not quite a sphere)

•

Cucumber (more elongated free form shape)

•

Stairs

•

Single line (many types with various tags)

Exemplars may also include a set of constraints that may be applied to that
exemplar to restrict the random variations. The data generation tool applies these
constrained random variations before presenting the exemplar to the user. The
constraints used include the following.
•

Upright (only rotate around upward axis to preserve upright quality)

•

Usually upright (decreases likelihood of transformations other than around up
axis)

•

Common 90-degree rotations on any axis

•

Uniform scaling only

•

No random scaling

Both the exemplar and a sketch made of that form using it as a guide indicates that
the sketch is intending to convey similar attributes. (Figure 18)
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Exemplars, associated drawing and their related attribute settings Figure 18
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Data set generation process overview

Figure 19

The Process
One approach to creating the data set is to create random drawings and then label
each of them appropriately. However, this approach does not guarantee that the
distribution of types of drawings is desirable. (too many drawings of bunnies for
example) Further, as the process of creating drawings continues the author would
likely tend to drift and lose the consistency required to produce a data set suitable for
linear or other classifications.
We’ve developed a process that allows for control of the types of drawings
produced, their relative frequency in the data set and to promote diversity (rotation,
scale and type). To this end, we have created an interactive application in VR to
facilitate the creation of the data set. (Figure 19) This application presents a sequence
of 3D shapes for the creator to use as a template or guide for creating a new drawing.
As described in the previous section, these 3D shapes have all been tagged with a set
of attribute descriptors. We call these forms “exemplars” as they function as examples
of a form with the given attributes. For each exemplar presented, the author makes a
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drawing to represent the character of the exemplar and then the drawing and the
attributes of the exemplar are saved as a record in the data set, thus linking the
drawing to the attributes. Each of these records are recorded individually in separate
files and then are collated into a single data file with thousands of such records.
Data Generation Tool
The data generation tool is a sophisticated interactive system developed for
efficiently generating a large collection of drawing and attribute pairs. The system was
built using the Unreal Engine 4 and the Oculus Rift VR gear. The system employs a
three-dimensional drawing tool with only the essential features required for the task.
For example, users cannot change the size or color of the drawing tool. Pulling the left
trigger executes a drawing/exemplar cycle by saving the current drawing and attribute
pair to an external file while loading in the next exemplar. It appears to the user that
the drawing and exemplar are directly in front of their face floating in space about 15
inches away and the exemplars are usually approximately 12 inches in diameter. This
scale has proven to be the most accessible for drawing easily within arm’s reach, while
sitting down. The user can, however, freely rotate, scale and position the exemplar and
drawing, as well as move their view position to view it from another angle. The
exemplar is selected from the array of possible exemplars (nearly 300) with a
weighted random distribution. Boxes, planes, single lines and walls have a higher
percentage likelihood of appearing to increase their representation in the final data set.
At each iteration the exemplar is chosen and transformed. The transformations involve
scaling, rotating and placement, within the confines of the exemplar constraints
described in the preceding section. Care is taken to adjust any tags required as needed
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after transformation. For example, the tags, “upright,” “has horizontals,” and “has
verticals” might need to be set to “false” if the object has been rotated around any axis
other than the up axis. Similarly, non-uniform scaling can require adjustments to tags
such as, “is a Sphere,” or “has right angles.” The goal here is to avoid any unintended
bias that might create false correlations in the data such as, “all spheres are centered at
the origin,” etc. Ideally the drawing data will resemble natural sketches made by users
of the V-Sketch application described in this thesis or similar applications.
In addition to displaying a transformed variation of the chosen exemplar, the tool
also displays the relevant attribute values for this exemplar/drawing. For easy
reference the data is displayed on a static plane just out of arm’s reach. (Figure 20)

An exemplar and its drawing as seen in the data generator tool

Figure 20

The attribute space variables are displayed in color coded bar graphs along the top
with any attribute tags displayed below. This information is essential for creating the
drawing as it informs the creator what features must be maintained. For example, one
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exemplar is comprised of only text that says “1 line,” instructing the user to draw a
single line. The type of line is indicated by the displayed attributes, such as, is the line
three dimensional, or does it lie along a plane? How much curvature should the line
display, etc.
Bias Reduction
Effort was made to limit the amount of bias in the data. For example, there are
several ways to draw a sphere in three dimensions and there are no clearly established
methods for doing so. The drawings in the data set were intentionally varied to
produce a more robust and generalizable model from the data. (Figure 21)

There are many ways to draw a sphere in three-dimensions

Figure 21

Besides a variety of approaches to representing forms in 3D, there is also the
question of style. Similarly, efforts were made to vary this as well by using both free
hand drawn straight lines as well has hard lines and varying degrees of completeness
and looseness. Sometimes corners were accurate, sometimes open, sometimes
overshot to create an overlapped and emphasized corner. (Figure 22)

Efforts were made to vary drawings
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Figure 22

Results
Over 5,000 organic data records or samples were created by hand. A further 5,000
have been generated by duplicating this original set with random perturbations to
adjust the data. Care must be taken in that process to preserve the integrity of the
attribute tags. Perturbations may include randomly rotating around the up axis,
uniform scaling and slight changes in the position of each sketch. More dramatic
changes such as randomly removing strokes from multi-stroke drawings or changing
stroke order slightly is a further possibility but runs the risk of possibly losing
essential information. The data distribution is seen in Figures 23 – 26.

Histogram of Boolean attribute settings for over 4,000 samples
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Figure 23

Scatter plot of exemplar attributes dimensionality and curvature Figure 24
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Scatter plot of exemplar attributes dimensionality and complexity Figure 25
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Scatter plot of exemplar attributes complexity and curvature Figure 26
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Screen grab from VR data visualization tool

Figure 27

Data visualization
An interactive 3D data visualization tool was also made in addition to the data
generation tool. This application, also in VR, loads any subset of the entire data set
and visualizes the data for the user. (Figure 27) There is the same attribute
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visualization as there is in the data generation tool, just beyond arm’s reach. There is
also the 3D drawing which this time has been reconstructed directly from the data
sample. The entire data set can be displayed as spheres in a three-dimensional space
with an axis for each of the attribute space dimensions. The axes are indicated by color
matching the numerical display of the attributes. The currently selected data record is
displayed as the only red sphere in the data set space. The interface allows the user to
cycle sequentially through the data set samples or to directly select a point in the
attribute space designating values of an individual data sample (drawing / attribute
pair). The data set and drawing can be manipulated, allowing the user to position,
rotate and scale each of them independently. Overlapping the selection icon (a sphere
attached to the right-hand controller) with any data point sphere in the data set
representation and pulling the right-hand trigger button will replace the current
drawing and attributes with the drawing/attribute sample represented by the selected
data sphere.
This immersive three-dimensional data visualization helps to reveal various
clustering as well as the organization of the data that would otherwise be difficult to
visualize. For example, there is a natural cluster of forms that are rectilinear and
complex which is not surprising for a data set designed especially for architectural
forms. Also, there’s a distinct plane of points where the dimensionality has been set
for planar forms. There is also a large cluster of data points with no curvature, no
complexity and slightly varying but mostly high dimensionality. These of course are
the forms that represent boxes of various dimensions.
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CHAPTER 6
V-SKETCH PROTOTYPE
In addition to the training data set described above, we present a prototype version
of the system that would integrate all the elements of the system we envision. This
prototype we’re calling V-Sketch uses a somewhat simple heuristic for the sketch
analysis portion of the process. This is used in place of the anticipated more
sophisticated machine learned solution built using the training data set. The prototype
demonstrates the potential for this process while at the same time illustrating the need
for more robust sketch analysis. (Figure 28)

Prototype uses a simpler heuristic in place of the model

Figure 28

Using this application, it is evident that sketching to both select (or generate) an
element while at the same time scaling and placing all within the context of the
composition is a notable advancement for early stage design. Ideas can flow with
significantly less friction, similar to sketching with traditional media. The prototype
reconfirms our belief that this easy flowing method of creating three-dimensional
media will allow artists and designers to more easily and quickly explore a wider
range of ideas. Importantly, working with this method simultaneously facilitates a
designer’s ability to more easily tap their unconscious impulses and discover their
deepest inspirations.
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Sketching and interpreting those sketches into 3D elements alone is not enough to
enable artists and designers to create worthwhile 3D compositions. The user interface
for the V-Sketch prototype is minimal and yet still is quite powerful.
Interface and features
There’s nothing simpler than picking up a pencil and a piece of paper and
sketching. V-Sketch is a VR application and necessarily it will not be quite so simple,
however, effort has been made to make it as easy to “pick-up-and-make-something” as
it is with pencil and paper.
Environment
The application loads with a default background which would be one of several
choices in a more developed version. The background is daylight over an open neutral
plane. The scale is set to be about 1:10. Scale in this setting is limited primarily by the
arm reach of a human user. A full-scale version would require a lot of navigation to
overcome the limits of reach. The working area in a seated VR experience is roughly
one to three feet in front of a user and about four feet side to side and nearly three feet
high. A ground plane is provided to overcome the inherently uncomfortable feeling of
being “untethered” when working in VR and provides an initial sense of space, albeit
wide-open. Sketches and objects cast their shadows onto this plane to further the sense
of grounding. The ground plane is positioned about as high as a low table, at arm’s
length but not likely to interfere. There is a small black sphere attached to the righthand controller as an icon representing the tip of the drawing tool. The environment is
designed to work well with the black line of the sketching tool.
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Temporary axis to ground drawing lines in 3D

Figure 29

Sketching Tool
The sketching tool is kept very minimal. Pulling the trigger of the right-hand
controller and moving the right hand, produces a flowing, free-hand drawn black line
of uniform thickness in three dimensions. Users cannot change the size of the sketched
line nor the color or style. An “axial guide” of thin grey lines is displayed with the
origin at the starting point of each new stroke. This unique innovation has proven to be
invaluable as an aid to sketching in VR. (see Figure 29) The axial guide provides a
sense of context and space for the stroke and does much to combat the challenging
“unmoored” sensation reported by users when sketching in VR. Squeezing the grip
button of the left controller temporarily converts the drawing tool to a “straight line”
tool. This tool uses the common “rubber-band” user feedback. This shows the user the
line from their start position to their current position while they move their hand with
the trigger held, but not actually making the line until they release the right trigger.
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Pressing the ‘A’ button will delete the last stroke, continuing until there are no strokes
left. Pressing the ‘B’ button will delete the entire current sketch. Moving the right
joystick up or down will scale the current sketch. This sketching tool is identical to the
one used to create the drawings featured in the training data set.
Instantiating a New Element
At any point the user can convert the sketch to a new element of the design by
pressing the trigger button of the left-hand controller. This causes the sketch to be
analyzed to produce an attribute vector that best matches the sketch. The prototype
code uses placeholder algorithms to make an estimate of what an actual machine
trained algorithm might produce. Complexity is determined by a function of the
number of strokes and total stroke length. Curvature is based on the ratio of curved
strokes to straight lines and Dimensionality is based on the ratio of the area of
bounding box of the sketch, to the area of the longest dimension cubed. This
approximation fails often and illustrates the need for more sophisticated solutions.
However, it is sufficient to display the effectiveness of the overall approach that this
thesis is based upon and serves as motivation for future work.
Once the attribute variables have been determined from the sketch analysis a
reconstruction function simply sorts all the elements in the currently active library
based on the distance of each element’s attribute values to the target values produce by
the analysis. With the library of elements thus sorted, the top six elements are loaded
into an array along with the originating sketch as the default seventh element. The
sketch is replaced by the first element of this array, the closest match to the attribute
values. Pulling the trigger of the left hand again replaces that with the next element in
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the array until the original sketch is displayed and cycles continuously from there. The
new element has been situated by scaling the element to fit the axis aligned bounding
box of the sketch and is positioned at the center of the sketch. At any point the user
can hold the grip of the right-hand controller to adjust the position and orientation of
the new element. The up and down axis of the right thumbstick will scale the new
element.
Pressing the ‘A’ button at this time will delete the element. Pressing the ‘B’ button
will delete the entire composition. Holding both left and right grip buttons down
simultaneously allows the user to position, orient and scale the entire composition just
as with the right grip only allows for the current element. Pressing the ‘X’ button of
the left controller creates a duplicate of the current element. Pressing the ‘Y’ button
takes a screen shot of the current composition and saves both a single and stereo
image. (Figure 30)

Example saved screen shot from prototype
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Figure 30

Three demonstration libraries for prototype
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Figure 31

Libraries
Moving the left joystick right or left will cycle the selection of the current library.
The name of the new library is displayed briefly to the user with a number indicating
the total number of elements in the library. A few simple primitive libraries have been
created to demonstrate the potential. One library, titled, “Library One” (upper left in
Figure 31) is a basic library of simple shapes displaying a wide array of object types,
simple, complex, curvilinear, rectilinear, planar and volumetric. Most of the objects
have a custom material applied named, “Fade.” This material is such that whenever a
new composition is started two nearly random colors are selected and each element is
assigned a color between these two, incrementing 1/10 at each iteration. Then the
color returns to the initial color in a similar fashion. This allows the forms to read
individually relative to one another as opposed to merging to become one new shape.
The color steps are subtle enough that the new composition is typically harmoniously
linked by color. Another demonstration library has an even smaller set of 3D art assets
that have been chosen to represent typical forms found in a California modern style
home design, titled, “Library Modern.” (bottom in Figure 31) These elements include
several with materials such as, poured concrete, white stucco, dark walnut paneled
forms, light oak beaded panels, dark brushed aluminum, travertine marble, glass with
mullions, grass and abstract transparent planes. As a demonstration, one custom
material has been used to demonstrate the possibility of, “scale consistent” materials.
The concrete material has been created such that as the elements are created at various
sizes and possibly further scaled by the user, the scale of the texture remains consistent
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and fixed to the world space, as one would normally desire. The third library is a small
experimental library showcasing non-realistic materials designed to reflect the quick
sketch-like nature of these compositions. It is titled, “Library Sketchy.” (upper right in
Figure 31)
Library creation
These libraries were created using standard 3D modeling methods known by most
students with experience in digital media creation. These were created using Autodesk
Maya. The materials were custom made in the Unreal Engine but use standard
methodologies well understood by digital artists. These assets are added to the VSketch system, one by one and their attribute settings are manually set in the Unreal
Editor. These settings can be tuned. In the V-Sketch application the author made
sketches of each of the library elements and observed what attribute values the
heuristic determined for each sketch. After several samples, these values were used to
influence the attribute settings for the given element in the library. Working this way,
even the placeholder sketch analysis system can interpret sketches reasonably.
Example output
The V-Sketch application has not been functional for a very long time and as such
has not been exhaustively tested. However, early experiments can confirm that many
of our assumptions are correct. This process does indeed allow for quick design
exploration in a process that has many of the same benefits of sketching. It feels like,
“sketching with concrete,” or marble and glass. The designer can find a relaxed,
intuitive flow that is much more difficult to achieve with other methods, such as
traditional 3D modeling or even easy to use programs such as, “Sketch-Up.” In
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addition to that, the added benefit of creating these sketches in VR promotes the
sculptural and spatial aspects of these designs in ways that 2D sketching cannot. It is
also clear that the interaction with the machine as it serves up elements that the user
might not have thought of enhances the process greatly. Even in this basic prototype, it
feels as if the machine is in collaboration, like a jazz duo improvising to find a pattern
unthought of previously. Lastly, it’s now clear that the flexible, modular approach,
utilizing interchangeable libraries or kit-of-parts is tremendously beneficial. Moreover,
using the application is extremely fun and enjoyable.
Please see the example output from the V-Sketch Prototype, Figures 32 - 35
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Example output from the V-Sketch Prototype
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Figure 32

Example output from the V-Sketch Prototype
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Figure 33

Example output from the V-Sketch Prototype
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Figure 34

Example output from the V-Sketch Prototype
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Figure 35

CHAPTER 7

A mixed reality mockup of the V-Sketch experience
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Figure 36

CONCLUSION
Evidence suggests early stage design is primarily a process of exploration and
discovery. It is also well understood that many critical decisions of any design
problem are made at these early design stages. We have asked the question whether
new emerging technologies can enhance this process, and if so, how might we best
amplify human capabilities?
A primary method that is optimized for this process is the simple “sketch”. A
sketch is easy to generate, is spontaneous and quick, and enables a creator to most
easily tap into his/her intuitive design instincts. Sketching has been a beloved design
tool for centuries. Unfortunately, although understood by the creator, a sketch is drawn
on a two-dimensional surface like a plain sheet of tracing paper. It is ambiguous, can
have many interpretations, and lacks sufficient information for accurate threedimensional model representation. In fact, a sketch of an object or scene can be
described as a “noisy projection of a three-dimensional object seen by a monocular
observer from a single point of view”.
Can we create an input method which provides more unambiguous threedimensional information and yet maintain all the ease of use and beneficial
characteristics of the simple tracing paper sketch metaphor? Our goal has been to
extend the potential of the “sketch” into three-dimensional media and augment the
process with the aid of a computer. We present an interactive three-dimensional
sketching system within a virtual reality environment as an excellent method to
promote better human-computer interaction.
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Emerging technologies of machine learning and virtual reality are enabling new
forms of interaction and digital creation. This new human-machine collaboration
creates an “augmented
intelligence” or an “augmented creativity” that was not possible just a few years
ago. We stand at the dawn of the era of thinking machines. This symbiotic relationship
offers a more optimistic potential future in place of one where humans relinquish
design responsibilities to intelligent algorithms.
While recognizing that sketching is an excellent method for quickly exploring
design ideas, there is an inherent difficulty in translating two dimensional sketches
into a three-dimensional form. Noble attempts have been made to bridge this
challenging divide but in all known cases the
interface required to determine the three-dimensional nature of the sketch interferes
with the free-flowing spontaneity of the sketching experience.
However, one pillar in this new age of digital design is the rapidly improving
capabilities of virtual reality. The ability to use a computer to generate an interactive,
realistic, three-dimensional world is deeply transformative. In our case it allows the
user to experience virtual designs as if viewing a flexible architectural model
perceived to be a tangible form just inches from the user. Perhaps more importantly, it
allows the user to easily make sketches in three dimensions. These sketches
disambiguate the designers’ intent by avoiding the inherent spatial uncertainty of a
two-dimensional drawing of a three dimensional form.
Also transformative are the recent developments in artificial intelligence in general,
and more specifically, machine learning, which has been enabled by advances in
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computer hardware and processing speed. This project explores and presents novel
methods to use supervised machine learning for classification and regression
algorithms to build a model capable of describing three dimensional sketches in a way
that is valuable for the design of abstract 3D forms. These algorithms, however,
require a large data set of 3D drawings and their associated descriptions, which we call
“attributes.” A major component of this project was to create this data set consisting of
over five thousand data samples. This effort required the creation of a data set
generation tool as well as a data set visualization tool. The unique challenges required
to train models from 3D drawings was discussed and presented along with a method of
using this data to train a model. However, the actual machine learning part of this
project was beyond the scope of this thesis.
A V-Sketch prototype was created to demonstrate the potential of this approach. It
illustrates the effectiveness of our three staged approach, consisting of, the sketch
analysis, situating and reconstruction function, while using the attribute description
vector as the binding concept that ties it all together. The prototype uses a simpler
heuristic to approximate the machine learned model, and also a somewhat simplified
approach to situating. The prototype demonstrates both the need for better sketch
analysis made possible with machine learning and yet at the same time provides
inspiration and motivation for doing the work. Three modular, 3D element libraries
were also created as part of the prototype to showcase the flexibility of our modular
approach. The prototype in its current form clearly demonstrates that this approach has
great potential to enhance early stage design exploration and warrants further
development.
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By combining custom libraries with a V-Sketch type of system, this approach can
be applied most easily to architectural design, but also equally as well for sculpture,
virtual worlds, education and other disciplines. The prototype will be published open
source on Github along with the data set, the data set generation tool and the data set
visualization tool.
We hope that others will see the value in pursuing this line of inquiry and join us in
developing the concept further.
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